The effects of auricular transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) on experimental pain threshold and autonomic function in healthy subjects.
The present study examines the effects of auricular transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) on electrical pain threshold measured at the ipsilateral wrist and autonomic functions including skin temperature, blood pressure and pulse rate in 24 healthy subjects. TENS was administered as low frequency trains of pulses delivered at a 'strong but comfortable' intensity to 1 of 3 auricular points to be examined: (i) autonomic effects (autonomic point), (ii) pain threshold effects (wrist point), and (iii) placebo effects at an unrelated point (face point). A fourth untreated group was designated as a situation control. The main finding of the study was that auricular TENS produced no significant overall effects on experimental pain threshold or autonomic functions recorded under the present conditions. However, pain threshold was found to increase by over 50% of its pretreatment baseline in 4 subjects and by 30% in 6 subjects. This rise was not dependent upon the site of auricular TENS. The possible mechanisms of such changes are discussed.